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WE DO NOT COST MUCH PUT HEAD IN POSITIVE

Roads "zero emissions" the great
opportunity for Spain

Tesla superchargers network in Europe

Ricardo Fraguas

Let's start with the A1 and on with the rest of the "Aes" linking the cities of the peninsula.

To make the Madrid and Bilbao route via zero emission 100% electric vehicle autonomy and faster loading
speed, for example, the Renault ZOE, charging enough 4 zones, one every 100 km.

But for now, we managed outlets with how smart and graciously offer Paradores, recovering the function of
a coaching inn, the operation of fast charging points to facilitate the movement of zero emission 100%

electric vehicles between the cities, it is the trigger for the development of zero-emission passenger transport between the
Spanish cities.

Tesla has already opened his boots on European soil, and free lifetime with 100% renewable energy. Now you can cross Europe
from Scandinavia to France and Scotland happening Germany, Holland, England, Italy ... everything with energy from renewable
sources and for zero euros.

The good people of Tesla Motors has been able to create a business model that allows the price to charge their vehicles the costs
of clean and renewable energy generation and free lifetime supply. That is, it can be done and contribute to the drastic reduction
of emissions, generating enough profits to sustain their business.

As shown in the photo map Spain was left out of the path of the free suprecargadores.

Will there be government slowed his arrival to Spanish territory and protecting mediocre myopic interests?

Hopefully not so. While the liquid is white and is bottled trust that this time not to cut coffee.

Either way, we encourage leaders of other companies that produce electric vehicles to continue the initiative of Tesla and not lose
the momentum to step up and fund with surplus renewable generation are wasted every day in Spain, the first routes zero
emission 100% electric vehicles. (The surplus of renewable energy in Spain is sold through many nights zero euros). The sale of
100% electric zero emissions greatly accelerate.

Also encourage the leaders of generators and distributors of energy in our country is interested in understanding the model
proposed by Tesla Motors arising from the need for a drastic reduction in the dependence on fossil fuels and demonstrably
harmful effects of their massive and indiscriminate, and help develop formulas that allow us all to generate and consume energy in
a more rational and sustainable manner burned.

In addition to win carbon credits generated by the movement of zero emission vehicles 100% electric to recharge your batteries in
their charging points, managers of companies participating in the initiative, be proud to pass on to their children They have
contributed to protect life on our planet by contributing to developing sustainable mobility,

putting our citizens at the level of civic development of our European neighbors and allowing less dependence on fossil fuels.
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Friends of BMW, Renault, VW, Nissan, Mercedes, Kia, friends Endesa, Iberdrola, Eon, Repsol, Acciona, Gamesa, government
friends in turn, take advantage of this great opportunity.


